Welcome

At Pearson, we believe that learner performance can be improved when both teachers and learners are equipped with quality learning resources filled with relevant and engaging content.

We are proud to present the Pearson South Africa Grades 4 – 7 catalogue. Our Grade 4 – 7 portfolio brings you the widest range of CAPS-approved titles in South Africa. We aim to help your learners make progress through this important learning phase where critical thinking skills and application of knowledge become the focus of attention.

To support you in the classroom, we continue our strong tradition of excellence in teacher training. These teacher-training workshops are run across the country by our dedicated and passionate team of trainers whom are trained teachers. If you require more information about our workshops, please contact your local Pearson office.

Wishing you all the best for the year ahead.

Reggie Mokotsi
Executive Director: Sales
Pearson South Africa
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Key to symbols

This title is also available in eBook format.

Features one or more digital resources, e.g. CD, DVD, Online Support.

Resources with audio components.

New title available.

This title is also available in Afrikaans.

Additional information.
About Pearson

At Pearson, home of Maskew Miller Longman and Heinemann, we’re here to help people make progress in their lives through learning.

Learning isn’t a destination, starting and stopping at the classroom door. It’s a never-ending road of discovery, challenge, inspiration, and wonder.

For many people, learning is the route to a job to support their family or the skills to help them progress in their career. For others, it’s simply a passion for discovery.

Whether it’s in the classroom, at home, or in the workplace, learning is the key to improving our life chances.

That’s why, at Pearson, we provide trusted CAPS-approved textbooks, digital and supplementary resources, services and support, and professional development courses, to make learning more engaging and effective.

We create content in all 11 official languages and have a footprint in all 9 provinces. Our unique insight and local expertise comes from our long history of working closely with the Department of Education, teachers, learners, researchers, authors and thought leaders.

We have a clear and simple set of values – in everything we do, we inspire to be brave, imaginative, decent and accountable. These values describe what is important to all of us, and guide us to do what is right for the world around us.

Every day all over South Africa, our products and services help learning flourish. Because wherever learning flourishes, so do people.

Learn more at za.pearson.com
Our strategic partners

Our dedication to creating positive social impact shapes everything we do, from our products and strategies to the way we engage with our millions of learners, partners, and communities around the world.

We are fortunate to have found B-BBEE partners who share our passion and commitment to education and will enable us to continue to positively impact many thousands of learners across South Africa.

Sphere Holdings is excited to be part of an enterprise whose key focus is on improving knowledge and education in South Africa. The relationship with Pearson South Africa aligns this imperative with their passion for delivering meaningful interventions for change.

Sphere Holdings (Pty) Ltd
• Itumeleng Kgaboesele
• Marang Denalane
Sphere Holdings was founded in 2003 and has a transformative business model that creates wealth that uplifts by putting real money back into the community with a focus on education. Since inception, about 14% of Sphere has been owned by four community charities with a focus on education.

Pearson Marang Education Trust
Through research, engagement and development at the coalface of education, the school and the classroom, the Pearson Marang Education Trust has focused on best practice as an approach to improving the quality of teaching, learning and school management in South Africa. The Trust brings deep knowledge of school improvement and performance into this dynamic partnership.

We look forward to working with Pearson to adapt their unparalleled global education expertise, content and services to meet the needs of South African learners, teachers, education departments and schools.

Marang Denalane, Sphere director and Pearson SA board member
Our commitment to learning

The challenge for education is not just about providing access, but also ensuring progress.

For Pearson, providing great products and services is just the beginning. It’s important for us to know that they are working. Everything we do is driven by its measurable impact on learning outcomes. We call this efficacy.

In 2013, we announced our commitment to report publicly on our progress and make the results transparent. We were the first education company to make this commitment.

By focusing on the efficacy of our products and services, we can see exactly how effective they are at producing successful outcomes for learners. This involves continually measuring, assessing, and improving everything we do and putting the learner at the heart of our learning solutions. By questioning everything, we ensure that we’re always delivering better results.

We work with educators and learners to continually improve our products and services, ensuring they have the most positive impact on learning. In this way, we’re able to deliver better education to more people – whatever, whenever, wherever, and however they choose.

Read some of our efficacy reports to learn more about our products and their impact on pearson.com or classroomsolutions.co.za

For us, the future’s already begun

It’s a future full of powerful challenges and exciting opportunities. While we’re dedicated to making change happen, we’re well aware that we can’t do it alone.

So we collaborate with employers, teachers and educational experts, entrepreneurs, and other organisations to gain in-depth global perspectives and develop pioneering ideas that will help solve the many educational challenges facing the world.

Working with you enables us to make even bigger changes happen as we collaborate to address some of the biggest education challenges.

One of our initiatives is Project Literacy, a campaign to bring the power of words to everyone so that by 2030, every child born can grow up to be a literate adult. Learn more at projectliteracy.com

Our dedication to creating positive social impact shapes everything we do, from our products and strategies to the way we engage with our millions of learners, partners, and communities around the world.
Grades 4–6
CAPS
Textbooks
Simply Superior!

• Superior CAPS coverage – written for the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement by expert authors
• Superior illustrations and activities to improve results and motivate learners
• Superior teacher support to save time and make teaching easy
• Superior quality = success!

FREE Extension and Remediation workbooks available with the Teacher's Guide.
Platinum English
First Additional Language

- Each term has a number of themes, covering the required content and skills in two-week cycles.
- The themes open with a clear list of exactly what is covered for each skill.
- Unique features like the Language toolbox reinforce processes and provide an easy reference to important language information.
- Sample exam papers are included to help learners prepare for the exams.

Components
- Learner's Books
- Readers
- Teacher's Guides, which include a FREE audio CD and Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

Word lists build vocabulary and understanding
Tasks are broken down into clear steps

Read and view
1. Look at the picture on page 21. Name the objects that you see in the picture.
   - the house
   - the garden
   - the park
   - the river
   - the bridge
2. Write a sentence about each object.
   - The house is big.
   - The garden is beautiful.
   - The park is full of trees.
   - The river flows through the village.
   - The bridge connects the two sides of the river.

Revision
1. Look at the pictures on page 22. Name the objects that you see in the picture.
   - the picture
   - the frame
   - the colors
   - the lines
   - the shapes
2. Write a sentence about each object.
   - The picture is colorful.
   - The frame is made of wood.
   - The colors are bright.
   - The lines are straight.
   - The shapes are varied.

Platinum English First Additional Language Grade 4 Learner's Book
Platinum Home Language

- Each theme features helpful **Wordlists**, summary activities and a **Spelling list** to provide added support for learners.
- Extension and remediation worksheets have been provided to assist learners with different abilities.
- There are many opportunities for informal and formal assessment in the Learner’s Book, with answers and guidance on how to assess learners in the Teacher’s Guide.
- Home language courses are available in Afrikaans, English, isiNdebele, isiXhosa, Sepedi and Xitsonga.

**Components**

- Learner’s Books
- Readers
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a **FREE** Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book
- Teacher’s Guides for English and Afrikaans also include a **FREE** audio CD

---

**Vocabulary blocks extend learners vocabulary**

**Helpful and practical examples**

---

**Platinum Afrikaans Huistaal Graad 5 Leerderboek**
**Platinum Mathematics**

- Each term covers the required content within each of the five main content areas.
- A variety of exercises, *Did you know?* feature boxes, challenges and games are included to get learners excited about Maths.
- Colourful photographs and artwork assist learners in understanding the concepts and content.
- The Teacher’s Guide includes a Mental Mathematics section with exercises for each day of the school year.
- In addition, the extension and remediation worksheets can be used to provide learners with a challenge or to revise and consolidate the basic concepts.

**Components**

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a **FREE** Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

---

**Platinum Mathematics Grade 6 Learner’s Book**

**Explanatory illustrations** are used to visually explain concepts.

**Difficult words** are explained.

**Colourful diagrams support learners with activities.**

---

**Platinum Mathematics**: the only CAPS Maths course that has been approved for all grades!
Platinum Natural Sciences and Technology

- Topics are broken down into units so that the content and concepts are presented to learners in manageable chunks.
- *Skills focus* pages introduce learners to a new skill or revise a prior skill.
- A *Key concepts* box at the end of each unit highlights the fundamental learning in the unit.
- A revision section, consisting of a summary activity, language activity and revision activity, helps learners revise the whole topic.
- Formal assessment activities, with assessment tools and teaching guidelines, are provided for full coverage of the CAPS programme of assessment.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a **FREE** Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

**Skills focus** features introduce and explain vital science skills

**Keyword** boxes explain new terms in each unit

**Practical tasks** provide opportunities to apply and practise new skills

---

*Platinum Natural Sciences and Technology Grade 4 Learner’s Book*
Platinum Social Sciences

- Themes are carefully planned to cover the key Geography and History concepts.
- A variety of activities are included to both consolidate the content covered and test knowledge gained and skills learnt.
- Full-colour illustrations, photographs and maps expand and enhance learning.
- Targeted worksheets are provided to assist learners with different abilities.
- The Resources section in the Teacher’s Guide informs teachers when to use resources like maps, graphs and data to complete a lesson.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

Each topic (term) has a different colour, allowing teachers and learners to see at a glance where Geography and History are covered. Each topic opens with an introduction and exploratory activity.

Platinum Primary School Atlas:
Suitable for Grades 4-7.
Available in Afrikaans.
See page 52 for more information.
Platinum Life Skills

- Each term is divided into chapters that cover all three Life Skills study areas.
- Term openers introduce learners to key concepts to be dealt with in each term.
- Extension, support activities and suggestions are provided for teachers and learners.
- The Read for enjoyment pages provide learners with reading material for the required weekly reading activity.
- An audio CD supplied with the Teacher's Guide provides support for teaching the Performing Arts study area.

Components

- Learner's Books
- Teacher's Guides, which include a FREE audio CD
The *Platinum* books provide lots of evidence and good stories that always match the topic of the week. Beautiful pictures draw the learners’ attention. Learners find *Platinum* easy-to-use and don’t need to search for more information from other books.

*Mrs Ramokone, teacher, Setjhaba-Se-Maketse Combined School, Free State*
Spot On is spot on!

- **Spot On** Intermediate Phase has been developed by teachers, for teachers
- **Spot On** improves results and makes learning enjoyable
- **Spot On** makes teaching a pleasure and is easy to use
- **The Teacher’s Guides** offer full support, and aid in both weekly and daily planning

Each **Spot On** Teacher’s Guide comes with **16 FREE** full-colour posters.
Spot On Natural Sciences and Technology

- Learner’s Books have been written according to CAPS.
- Notes and Fun facts provide additional information relating to the content.
- Short revision questions at the end of every module can be used for regular informal assessment purposes.
- Easy-to-use term plans in the Teacher’s Guide will help teachers to plan their teaching time, assessment and resources.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include 16 FREE full-colour posters

Safety features teach learners to work safely
Step-by-step formal assessment tasks as per the curriculum
Keyword boxes explain new terms
Information presented in manageable chunks

Spot On Natural Sciences and Technology Grade 6 Learner’s Book

Natural Sciences and Technology in South Africa fact boxes take the content beyond the classroom
• Learner’s Books have been written according to CAPS.
• Passages are interesting and applicable to the content in that particular section.
• The Read for enjoyment pages provide learners with reading material for the required weekly reading activity.
• Keyword boxes are provided to explain unfamiliar words or terms.

Components
• Learner’s Books
• Teacher’s Guides, which include 16 FREE full-colour posters
I use Spot On because it is a user-friendly series with many practical exercises. I use the exercises as practice tests and this has improved my learners pass rates. As a Natural Sciences teacher, without a school laboratory, it is important for me to have a book with pictures of experiments.

Ms Mabhentsela, teacher, Eastern Cape
You are still in good hands with *Day-by-Day*!

- The trusted *Day-by-Day* series is integrated and fully aligned to CAPS.
- The content has been tried, tested and proven to work.
- It provides easy daily planning and assessment for teachers.
- Teacher’s Guides include a **FREE** book of photocopiable worksheets.
Day-by-Day Natural Sciences and Technology

- The course covers the curriculum content term-by-term to ensure careful progression of learning.
- Information is presented in simple, straightforward language, making concepts easier to understand.
- The various revision exercises, language activities and class tests provide many opportunities to revise and consolidate the work learnt.
- The New skills feature gives support on the teaching of science skills.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE photocopiable worksheet book

Keyword boxes explain new terms in each unit

Full-colour illustrations with annotations aid understanding of concepts

Day-by-Day Natural Sciences and Technology Grade 5 Learner’s Book
Day-by-Day Social Sciences

- Day-by-Day Social Sciences contains a variety of activities and content for learners with different learning styles and abilities.
- Colourful images and maps help learners understand key concepts in Geography and History.
- Comprehensive assessment is built in throughout the term and in the Learner’s Book – just where you need it.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE photocopiable worksheet book

Day-by-Day Life Skills

- Opportunities are provided for group, pair and individual work to support learners with different abilities.
- The audio CD in the Teacher’s Guide provides resources for teaching the Performing Arts.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE photocopiable worksheet book and an audio CD
“Day-by-Day is more detailed, easier to use and the level of language is on the same level of the learners. Learners like the activities and colourful illustrations. It is a good series that has made my life as a teacher much easier.”

Mrs Mokoena, teacher, Cosmo City Primary School, Gauteng
Afrikaans sonder grense

- Afrikaans sonder grense is ’n volledige taalreeks vir Afrikaans as Eerste Addisionele Taal.
- Elke lesreeks het ’n duidelike fokus op die vaardighede wat in die Kurrikulum- en Assesseringsbeleidsverklaring (KABV) uiteengesit is.
- Daar word baie hulp aan leerders verskaf in die vorm van woordeskatlyste, inligting oor tekste, inligtingsblokkies oor taalreëls en formele assesseringstake.
- ’n Oudio-CD met opnames van stories, gedigte en liedjies vir die luisteraktiwiteite is in die onderwysersgids ingesluit.

Komponente

- Leerderboeke
- Leesboeke met ’n verskeidenheid tekste
- Onderwysersgidse met ’n audio-CD en werkboeke vir remediëring en verryking

Oefen praat-, luister- en skryfvaardighede

Afrikaans sonder grense Graad 4 Leerderboek
**Sinothile – isiZulu Home Language**

*Sinothile* is an exciting and informative isiZulu Home Language course. It has been carefully structured to ensure logical progression. The Learner’s Book features a wide range of interesting and relevant text types. Reading texts are used as models for writing tasks. This isiZulu Home Language course will help learners master the language skills they need to read and write isiZulu with confidence.

**Components**
- Learner’s Books
- Readers
- Teacher’s Guides

---

*Sinothile Grade 6 Learner’s Book*
These colourful, graded readers for Home Language learners consist of a collection of fiction and non-fiction stories. They include activities to help learners understand and remember the key ideas in the text. Word lists with simple definitions improve and reinforce vocabulary. They are available in Afrikaans, isiXhosa, Sepedi and Setswana.

Photographs and illustrations assist with visual comprehension of the text. Activities are provided at the back of each reader.

**Lees is Maklik**
**Ukufunda Kulula**
**Go Buisa Go Bonolo**
**Go Bala Go Bonolo**

- Herken patrone
  - a. b. c. d. e.

**Aktiwiteit**

1. Volg hierdie instruksies om in spiraalversiering te maak:
   a) Tekken in spiraal op papier.
   b) Knip sorgvuldig met die lyne langs.
   c) Lig die papier in die middel op om jou spiraal te maak.
   d) Bund ‘n stukkie tou deur die middelpunt van die spiraal om in handvat te vorm.
   e) Blok ligtes op jou spiraal om die te laat draai.


3. Bekijk die foto’s en deel die foto’s met die kinders in jou klasse.


5. Voltoo die diagram van die patroon. Wys dit aan die kinders in jou klasse.

---

Lees is Maklik Graad 4: Natuurpatrone
Grades 7
CAPS
Textbooks
Simply Superior!

- **Superior** CAPS coverage – written for the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement by expert authors
- **Superior** illustrations and activities to improve results and motivate learners
- **Superior** teacher support to save time and make teaching easy
- **Superior** quality = success!

Teacher’s Guides include a **FREE** Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book.
Platinum English
First Additional Language

• Each chapter contains work for a complete two-week cycle, as set out in the CAPS teaching plans.
• The course includes a range of poetry, drama and story extracts, with notes and activities, to support the study of the prescribed literature.
• The Learner’s Book features unique support resources, like the Language toolbox, which is an easy reference for common grammatical and spelling patterns.
• All the Formal Assessment Tasks for Grade 7 have been covered.
• The Teacher’s Guide contains teaching and assessment guidelines for each activity in the Learner’s Book, including answers for every activity.

Components
• Learner’s Books
• Core Readers
• Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

Fun and engaging grammar activities
Notes to support the understanding of texts

Platinum English First Additional Language Grade 7 Learner’s Book
• The Learner’s Book is divided into chapters that introduce learners to the key concepts that will be dealt with.

• A variety of texts, including folklore, short stories, poems and drama are included to illustrate different language usage and to extend learners’ reading experience.

• In addition, important text forms include annotated labels to help the learner differentiate between the different text forms, and value the construction of each form.

• Strong emphasis is placed on reading and writing development skills.

• Activities and revision exercises enable learners to consolidate their knowledge and test their language skills.

• These books are available in Afrikaans, isiNdebele, isiXhosa, Sepedi, Setswana, Siswati, Tshivenda and Xitsonga.

Components

• Learner’s Books

• Core Readers

• Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

Language Toolbox for explanation of grammatical terms

Glossaries and Word lists aid learners’ understanding of new terms
Platinum Mathematics

- Each term is divided into topics, covering the required content in each of the five Mathematics content areas.
- Regular revision exercises, set out in the form of tests, follow every topic in the Learner’s Book to consolidate learning.
- Colourful photographs and illustrations enhance the text and assist learners who learn better visually.
- The Did you know? feature is used to convey the historical facts of some great mathematicians such as Pythagoras, Pascal and Plato.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

The Useful resources section makes learning and teaching simpler

Useful resources clarify ideas learned in the book

Attractively coloured diagrams for visual understanding

Platinum Mathematics Grade 7 Learner’s Book

Platinum Mathematics: The only CAPS Maths course that has been approved for all grades!
Platinum Natural Sciences

- The curriculum is comprehensively covered, with additional support on how to teach each section of content with the class.
- The work for the year is planned across terms and weeks, matching the required CAPS sequence.
- **Skills focus** pages in the Learner's Book support the development of all critical science skills.
- Colourful illustrations and photographs enhance learners' understanding of the concepts and content.
- Practice tests have been provided for terms 1 to 3 as further revision for the end-of-year exam.

Components

- Learner's Books
- Teacher's Guides, which include a **FREE** Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

---

**Keyword boxes** explain new terms in each unit

**Skills focus features** introduce and explain vital science skills

---

**Full-colour artwork and photographs** enhance learning

**Clear activities facilitate learning**

---

Platinum Natural Sciences Grade 7 Learner's Book
Platinum Social Sciences

- Themes are carefully planned to cover the key Geography and History concepts.
- A variety of activities in each unit assist learners to consolidate the content covered.
- Language support, to help learners prepare for the exams, is built in throughout the course by providing clear definitions of new words in **Keyword** boxes and a comprehensive **Glossary**.
- The resources section in the Teacher’s Guide refers to resources like maps, graphs and data teachers may need to complete lessons.
- Revision is supplied at the end of each topic in Geography and History to help learners consolidate and revise their skills and knowledge.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a **FREE** Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

Mark allocations are provided to fully prepare learners for tests and examinations in a way that is stress-free

Learners are introduced to source-based learning in History, which encourages critical thinking and prepares them for high school

![Platinum Social Sciences Grade 7 Learner’s Book](image)

The assessment aims and skills are supplied for every activity for Geography and History to ensure that the teacher and learner can measure progress accurately and meaningfully

![Platinum Primary School Atlas](image)

**Platinum Primary School Atlas:**

Suitable for Grades 4-7.
Available in Afrikaans.
See page 52 for more information.
Platinum Technology

- Each chapter starts with an introduction, which serves as a revision exercise or as an indication of what will be covered in the chapter.
- **Keyword** boxes provide clear definitions of new words, giving the necessary language support for learners.
- The **Skills focus, Action research and Practical investigation** features, help learners to acquire new skills and also consolidate some that were learnt in earlier grades.
- All the formal and informal assessment activities, as required by the CAPS for Technology, are covered in the Learner’s Book.
- The Teacher’s Guide provides answers for all activities, and where relevant, the mark allocation is shown.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a **FREE** Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

Platinum Technology Grade 7 Learner’s Book
Platinum Creative Arts

- All content stipulated in the CAPS programme for Dance, Drama, Visual Art and Music has been covered in this Creative Arts course.

- A key focus is on developing art form vocabulary through repeated use of keywords and key concepts during the practical activities.

- Key concept boxes in the Learner's Book give the learner a quick overview of the important concepts dealt with, and these are ideal for revision.

- Art form-specific resources, like the Exercise bank (Dance), Music scores and photocopiable music literacy worksheets, are provided in the Teacher's Guide.

- A separate Programme of Assessment section, including rubrics, marking schedules, tests, exams and memos, provides much-needed teacher support for this subject.

Components

- Learner's Books

- Teacher's Guides, which include a FREE Extension and Remediation Worksheet Book

Clear instructions using children, will help learners to see that the content is applicable beyond the page

Keywords ensure that there is no language barrier to learning; important terminology is explained in context

Key concept boxes delve deeper into important and relevant concepts by carefully explaining these concepts and encouraging critical thinking

Platinum Creative Arts Grade 7 Learner’s Book
Spot On is spot on!

- **Spot On** Senior Phase has been developed by teachers, for teachers
- **Spot On** improves results and makes learning enjoyable
- **Spot On** makes teaching a pleasure and is easy to use

The Spot On series is also available as **Kollig Op** in Afrikaans.
Spot On English First Additional Language

Kollig Op Afrikaans Eerste Addisionele Taal

- The Learner’s Book provides a clear and predictable structure, presenting information in simple, straightforward language for complete understanding.
- The use of tabs makes it easy to navigate through the terms and weeks of the school year.
- The Learner’s Book offers many activities to test knowledge and apply skills required in English First Additional Language.
- Fun and colourful illustrations are provided to enhance learner understanding and stimulate interest.
- Features such as Keyword boxes, Notes, Fun facts and Tips provide additional information and encourage learner participation.

Components
- Learner’s Books
- Core Readers
- Teacher’s Guides, which include 16 FREE full-colour posters per grade

Note boxes provide additional information

Language instruction is easy to understand

All the formal assessment tasks for the year are included

Spot On English First Additional Language Grade 7 Learner’s Book
Spot On Mathematics

• Spot On Mathematics provides all the activities and examples learners need to complete the programme of assessment for Grade 7.
• Revision questions at the end of every module can be used for regular informal assessment purposes.
• Features like Notes boxes provide additional information and encourage learner participation.
• Sixteen full-colour A3 posters will get learners thinking, talking and learning.
• The Teacher’s Guide provides additional information on teaching the content and managing the activity for every unit.

Components

• Learner’s Books
• Teacher’s Guides, which include 16 FREE full-colour posters per grade

Clearly labelled diagrams
Activities that are designed to make learning relevant and meaningful
Carefully selected worked examples

Spot On Mathematics Grade 7 Learner’s Book
Spot On Natural Sciences

Spot On Technology

- The Learner’s Book provides a clear and predictable structure, presenting information in simple, straightforward language for complete understanding.
- It offers many activities to test knowledge and apply skills as required.
- Annotated illustrations are provided to enhance learner understanding and colourful artwork stimulates interest.
- Features such as Keyword boxes define unfamiliar words, while Notes, Fun facts and Tips provide additional information and encourage learner participation.

Components
- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include 16 FREE full-colour posters per grade

Each module ends with a revision activity to consolidate learning
CAPS-aligned activities facilitate learning
Tips boxes help learners to better understand what they are learning

Natural Sciences in South Africa fact boxes take the content beyond the classroom
Spot On Economic and Management Sciences

Spot On Social Sciences

- The Learner’s Book provides a clear and predictable structure, presenting information in simple, straightforward language for complete understanding.
- Clear, large diagrams and photos support the text and aid learner retention of information and concepts.
- Extra information is provided throughout the course in the form of Notes, Exam tips, Tips, Keywords and Fun facts.
- A variety of activities provide learners with ample opportunity to test their knowledge and apply the skills required.
- The Spot On Teacher’s Guide comes with photocopiable planning material, formal assessments tasks, revision tests and exams, and additional resources.
- Spot on Social Sciences is available in Afrikaans as Kollig Op.

Components
- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include 16 FREE full-colour posters per grade

Spot On Economic and Management Sciences Grade 7 Learner’s Book

Keywords at the bottom of the page explain new and important words

Clear and concise content, which is fully CAPS-aligned, covers what learners need to know

Examples are used throughout so that learners are able to relate economic concepts to their everyday lives

Relevant and challenging activities ensure that learners understand the content, and can apply it to everyday life
**Spot On Life Orientation**

**Spot On Creative Arts**

- The Learner’s Book provides a clear and predictable structure, presenting information in simple, straightforward language for complete understanding.
- It offers many activities to test knowledge and apply skills as required.
- Annotated illustrations are provided to enhance learner understanding and colourful artwork stimulates interest.
- Features such as **Keyword** boxes define unfamiliar words and **Notes, Fun facts and Tips** provide additional information and encourage learner participation.
- **Spot On Life Orientation** is available in Afrikaans as **Kollig Op**.

**Components**

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include 16 **FREE** full-colour posters per grade

---

**Spot On Creative Arts Grade 7 Learner’s Book**

- Clearly divided, differently coloured sections for Dance (purple), Drama (blue), Music (green) and Visual Arts (pink)
- **Keywords** boxes ensure that learners understand the content
- Topics to be covered per term are clearly outlined for each section
- **Career focus** boxes emphasise the vast career opportunities within the creative arts field
Trust TODAY to be up-to-date and fresh for the classroom

Opportunities for revision, exam practice and assessment throughout

Develops language skills alongside subject knowledge

All content is fully CAPS-compliant

Your easy-to-use complete classroom solution!

TODAY, for successful teaching tomorrow.
The Learner's Book is easy to use, as content is presented in a step-by-step format, using clear and simple language to enhance conceptual understanding of English First Additional Language.

Activities allow learners to test their skills and use their existing knowledge, challenging them to think critically about their learning within a localised and global framework.

The Learner's Book provides additional learner support through Skill support boxes, Vocabulary lists and annotated models for writing.

Informational and literature texts from both South Africa and abroad will encourage learners to read and think.

Grammar and language skills are taught in context to enable learners to develop a meaningful understanding of English studies.

The Teacher’s Guide features a comprehensive literature teaching notes section that focuses on the five most frequently studied literature genres in this phase.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Core Readers
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE book of photocopiable worksheets
Mathematics TODAY

- The Learner’s Book is easy to use, as content is presented in a step-by-step format, using clear and simple language to enhance conceptual understanding.
- This course presents ample opportunity for learners to test their knowledge and apply their skills in the topic revision tests and assessment features.
- The Learner’s Book regularly uses visual representations of mathematical concepts, including equations as balances, flow diagrams and function machines, to consolidate the understanding of key Maths concepts.
- The Teacher’s Guide includes remedial support, extension, review suggestions and exercises at the end of each topic.

Components
- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE book of photocopiable worksheets

Introductions explain what the section will cover and provides learners with insight on how the skills covered can be applied

Exercises are challenging and encourage creative thinking

Worked examples have been provided throughout, to ensure learners understand concepts and can revise independently
This course has been developed and tested in classrooms to deliver all the support required for successful teaching and learning.

The Learner’s Book contains a number of activities to enable learners to apply their knowledge, test their skills and challenge themselves.

Detailed and colourful illustrations and photographs help learners understand concepts and stimulate their interest.

Learners receive ample support through features like summaries, Keyword boxes and Geofacts provided in each topic.

A suggested teaching plan for covering content in Social Sciences in Grade 7 matches the term-by-term approach outlined in the CAPS document.

Components

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a **FREE** book of photocopiable worksheets

All Formal Assessment Tasks have been supplied in either the Learner’s Book or Teacher’s Guide

Instructions for activities and Formal Assessment Tasks are detailed and specific, ensuring that learners always know what is expected of them
The Learner’s Book is suitable for all learning styles and abilities, with content presented in a step-by-step format.

Summaries at the end of each unit consolidate the content covered.

Revision activities at the end of each topic help learners strengthen their knowledge and prepare for exams.

The Learner’s Book provides additional support through Keywords boxes, worked examples and annotated diagrams.

An Annual Teaching Plan, included in the Teacher’s Guide, suggests a route through the curriculum content that matches the term-by-term approach outlined in the CAPS document.

**Components**

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a **FREE** book of photocopiable worksheets

Each topic ends with a summary (which is an important study skill for learners) to help learners revise what they have learnt.

Case studies are modern and relevant to South African learners.

Keywords highlight and explain important words to ensure that learners understand the content.
• Learners have ample opportunity to develop and apply specific design skills to solve problems.
• The detailed and colourful illustrations and photographs in the Learner’s Book help learners understand concepts and stimulate their interest.
• The book includes many real-life contexts and problems where technology can be seen as part of daily activities.
• Summary and revision sections at the end of each chapter encourage learners to consolidate their knowledge and assess their progress.
• A year-end examination and memorandum are provided in the Teacher’s Guide.

Components
• Learner’s Books
• Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE book of photocopiable worksheets

Each chapter ends with a Revision activity to consolidate learning
Clear line drawings illustrate technology concepts
CAPS-aligned formal assessment tasks

Technology TODAY Grade 7 Learner’s Book

Practical tasks engage learners
Step-by-step instructions supported by full-colour artwork
Safety features teach learners to work safely

Technology TODAY Grade 7 CAPS Textbooks
Life Orientation TODAY

- The Learner’s Book is suitable for all learning styles and abilities, with content presented in a step-by-step format.
- Each term covers the required content and skills of each of the five Life Orientation topics, as specified in the CAPS Programme of Learning.
- The book provides a number of activities to enable learners to apply their knowledge, test their skills and challenge themselves.
- Support for remedial and extension work on each topic is provided in the Teacher’s Guide.

Key concepts are highlighted at the beginning of each topic for easy navigation through the book and content.

Examples and case studies encourage social transformation and responsibility toward the community.

Concepts are well-explained using steps and diagrams throughout, making the content easily accessible for all learners.

The use of full-colour photographs and artwork brings the subject of Life Orientation to life!

Creative Arts TODAY

- The course includes all four disciplines, allowing schools to select the two most relevant to their learners.
- Each term covers the required content and skills of the topics of all four disciplines.

Components for Life Orientation and Creative Arts

- Learner’s Books
- Teacher’s Guides, which include a FREE book of photocopiable worksheets
I found Today to be user-friendly, covering a wide range of topics which are CAPS aligned. Every concept is explained in depth, in a very simple and usable way to understand. The structure and approach used in the Learner’s Book provide the learner with relevant and practical learning experiences, offering them opportunities to discover and explore. My learners are performing very well since I have started to use this series.

MJ Mochoari, teacher, Rutanang Intermediate School, Free State
Afrikaans sonder grense – Eerste Addisionele Taal

• Die kursus neem leerders kwartaal vir kwartaal deur die kurrikuluminhoud.
• Die lestemas is rondom ’n verskeidenheid interessante leestekste opgebou om die verskeidenheid van Afrikaanse taalgebruik te illustreer.
• Sterk klem word op Luister en Praat, Leesvaardighede en Skryfontwikkeling geplaas.
• Die Leerderboek sluit af met ’n taalafdeling wat taalreëls, voorbeeld en oefeninge vir vaslegging, asook ’n voorbeeldvraestel, bevat.

Afrikaans sonder grense Graad 7 Leerderboek

Afrikaans sonder grense – Tweede Addisionele Taal

• Dié gebruikersvriendelike reeks bied onderwysers en leerders prikkelende, leerdergerigte stof wat deurgaans vaardighede oefen.
• Om gebruik in die klaskamer te vergemaklik, is lesereekse gestruktureer om elke taalvaardigheid volgens die tydstoekenning per tweeweeksiklus in die KABV te onderrig.
• Take vir formele assessering, asook voorbeeld-eksamenvraestelle, word ingesluit.

Komponente
• Leerderboeke
• Leesboeke met ’n verskeidenheid tekste
• Onderwysersgidse
Khetha... Incwadi yolwimi egxininisa kakhulu kwigrama.
Khetha... Incwadi yolwimi egxininisa ekwakhiweni kwezakhono zolwimi.
Khetha... Incwadi yolwimi egxininisa nasekulungiseleleni uviwo.
Khetha... Incwadi yolwimi enezicatshulwa zokufundwayo ezongezeleleweyo.
Khetha ukwaXhosa Zibenza Zibutya, enkqenkqeza phambili yabo bonke otitshala.

Components
• Learner’s Books
• Core Readers
• Teacher’s Guides

KwaXhosa Zibenza Zibutya
– isiXhosa Home Language

Clearly linked to the reader
Detailed assessment tools

KwaXhosa Zibenza Zibutya Grade 7 Learner’s Book
Maskew Miller Longman Novels

• The novels are quality, CAPS-approved literature.
• Stimulating activities consolidate learners’ understanding and develop their ability.
• Useful glossaries of difficult vocabulary and literary terms give learners the tools to answer exam questions more effectively.
• Titles are available in Afrikaans, isiNdebele, isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sepedi, Setswana, Tshivenda and Xitsonga Home Language.

Senior African Writers Series

• The books are CAPS-approved novels.
• They are beautifully written stories that will get learners reading about various themes, characters and cultures in Africa and South Africa.
• Titles are available in Afrikaans Eerste Addisionele Taal, Afrikaans, English, isiXhosa and isiZulu Home Languages.

For a comprehensive list of literature titles: refer to the Pearson Grades R–7 Library and Supplementary Resources catalogue.
Explore our eBooks

Our trusted CAPS-approved Learner’s Books, Teacher’s Guides and supplementary titles are available in various eBook formats to suit your needs.

Access all of your Pearson eBooks in one application for a portable, effective and intuitive learning experience.

Download and view your entire book offline
Search for key words or phrases with ease
Create personal notes in your eBook that you can read and find easily
Highlight important sections that you can refer back to
Bookmark pages for quick, easy reference

Our eBooks are available in three formats:
- Standard eBooks
- Enhanced eBooks
- Interactive eBooks

Your favourite school books available on your PC, tablet or interactive whiteboard

Our dedicated digital support team can help you determine which eBooks are right for you and your learners and assist with implementation and training.

Browse and purchase eBooks at Pearson eStore
https://shop.pearson.co.za
Bringing Social Sciences to life in the classroom!

A rich and colourful resource that will bring History and Geography to life while introducing learners to maps and their meaning.

The Platinum Primary School Atlas offers complete curriculum coverage for Social Sciences Grades 4 to 7.

- Map skills section helps learners study and revise key skills.
- Clear guidance and explanations of key atlas features make the atlas easy to use.
- Creative visuals, photographs and graphs enhance learner’s understanding.
- History maps and heritage timelines allow for seamless integration of maps in History lessons.

Learn more at https://schools.pearson.co.za
Find us online

Pearson Schools website
Your favourite preschool to Grade 12 textbooks and resources from Maskew Miller Longman, Heinemann and Pearson now in one place. Visit https://schools.pearson.co.za for news, product information and more.

Classroom Solutions
We know you always looking for new and exciting ways to inspire your learners. That's why we created classroomsolutions.co.za where you can download FREE teaching resources, such as, lesson plans, worksheets, practice books, audio stories, videos, podcasts and more.
Classroom Solutions was designed to help save you time, so you can spend more time getting creative about learning.
Register for free at classroomsolutions.co.za

Pearson eStore
Pearson offers the widest range of CAPS-approved content in South Africa, now available in various eBook formats to suit your and your learners’ needs.
Browse and purchase eBooks at https://shop.pearson.co.za
Pearson South Africa

At Pearson, home of Maskew Miller Longman and Heinemann, we’re here to help people make progress in their lives through learning.

We work with teachers and learners to create and continually improve our wide range of products and services. We create content in all 11 official languages for learners from pre-school to Grade 12. Whether it’s our trusted CAPS-approved textbooks, digital and supplementary resources, or professional development courses, we put the learner at the heart of everything we do.

Every day all over South Africa, our products and services help learning flourish – because wherever learning flourishes, so do people.

Catalogues available online:

https://schools.pearson.co.za

Head Office
PO Box 396, Cape Town, 8000

Customer Services
Tel: 021 532 6008
pearsonza.enquiries@pearson.com

Online Teacher Support
www.classroomsolutions.co.za
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